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EDITORIAL

The evening of October the 9th 2015 we were gathering at the hotel in Antofagasta 
for the ZIP Consolidator in Chile. The terrible sad news that Evguenii Burov passed 
away in the airport of Santiago, during translation to Antofagasta, shocked us all. 
After a weekly conference in Japan and one day stop in Paris, Evguenii flew to 
Chile. Probably too much tiring and too long flights. Evguenii, Genia for many of 
us, was only 52 years old and deserved many more years of his interesting life, 
successful work and family happiness...

Astonished, we stopped the ZIP activities for October 10 in respect of Evguenii, 
to remember him and try to understand how helping his family in assisting 
Evguenii in Santiago.

We celebrated Evgenii during a long time of silence. Thinking of him in front 
of the Antofagasta arch on the Ocean. A door towards infiniy, like the one that 
Evguenii unexpectedly trespassed the day before.

We accompanied him with our thoughts and our prayers.
May you rest in peace, Evguenii

Evguenii Burov was an eminent scientist. A theoretical physicist by education and a geoscientist-explorer by spirit. After 
training at the Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology and a post-doctoral fellowship at the University of Leeds, 
Evguenii moved to France, at the Institut de Physique du Globe and at the Bureau de Recherche Géologique et Minières. 
He was appointed as a professor at the Université Pierre et Marie Curie in 1999, where he was promoted to the role of 
Professor Class Exceptional in 2012. 

Evgenii was a leader in the international geodynamic community, steering new ideas and new concepts, inspiring 
colleagues, forming students, organising and building the community with workshops, task forces, editing journals and 
books. Evgenii was a world-known expert in numerical modelling of crustal, lithospheric and upper mantle processes. 
He investigated the rheological structure of the lithosphere, continental collision and subduction zones, continental 
rifting, plume-lithosphere interaction, lithospheric delamination, physical controls of dynamic topography, geodynamics 
of Mediterranean and Arctic regions. His work helped bridging numerical modelling and geology like never before. This 
is a key feature in the ZIP project, where he tutored the Post Doctoral fellow (ER) Jonas Ruh and co-tutored several 
Doctorate (ESR) students.

Evguenii was very successful and extremely productive, one of the most cited Russian scientists and a member of the 
Academia Europaea. He was the 2015 recipient of the prestigious Stephan Mueller Medal of the European Geosciences 
Union and of the Edward Flinn medal of the International Lithosphere Program. He was a very dedicated Editor-in-Chief 
of Tectonophysics and the Principal Investigator of an ERC Advanced Grant. 
We all will remember a smiling, cheerful, kind person and a hard-working prominent scientist.

Our sincere condolences to his wife, Katia, and his young son, Alexei

La Portada - ANTOFAGASTA
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WP4.1: ZIP Starter 1: Marine cruise across the European 
Subduction Zone

From July 12th to August 17th, 2015 the marine training 
cruise across an active European subduction zone took 
place. Within the ZIP project, this has been a major event 
that required long preparation and much work to achieve 
permissions for cruising the Aegean waters. This caused  
the shift of one year with respect to the initial program. A 
last-minute cancellation of the research permit by the Greek 
government imposed a change in the program and a quick, 

and quite efficient, reorganization of the cruise in Italian waters. The new selected area was the 
Calabrian Subduction Zone, along the Italian segment of the East Mediterranean subduction 
system, from the Ionian to the Tyrrhenian sea. We thank very much Cesar Ranero, Valenti Sallares 
and the whole CSIC in Barcelona for the work done, the valuable organizing effort and, not least, 
the scientific and training expertize devoted to this event.

The marine field campaign of ZIP Starter 1 trained the fellows to collect and 
analyze marine geophysical data across an active subduction system onboard a 
modern and well-equipped oceanographic vessel, the Spanish R/V Sarmiento de 
Gamboa. The scientific crew included the ZIP fellows, scientists and technicians 
of the organizing institution (CSIC).
The fellows worked on a 24/7 daily schedule on 8 hours shifts, maximizing data 
acquisition. They were split into 3 groups that participated in 3 succeeding 
legs. Fellows were embedded as part of the scientific crew and cooperating 
with the technical staff under the supervision of the CSIC scientists. At the 
beginning of each leg, the scientific crew was instructed on life onboard the ship, 
including safety procedures regarding behavior during (i) working operations, 
(ii) in case of an accident, and for (iii) an eventual ship abandonment. During 

the cruise, four strings of air-gun seismic sources were employed. The whole procedure respected the Agreement on 
the Conservation of Cetaceans in the Black Sea, Mediterranean Sea and Contiguous Atlantic Area, to reduce threats to 
cetaceans and improve knowledge about these animals.

The training activity focused on acquisition and analysis of data of an active inter-plate boundary (WP1) and the mass transfer 
related to the plate boundary activity (WP2). Data were collected from the deformation front across the entire frontal 
contractional domain into the arc and back arc extensional 
setting. Training included marine geophysical methods, such as 
acoustic echo-sounders (multi-beam bathymetry, sub-bottom 
profiler) and seismic acquisition systems (multichannel seismics 
and wide-angle seismics with ocean bottom seismometers). 
During the entire cruise ZIP fellows were engaged in the 
data collection using the top level equipment onboard of the 
Sarmiento de Gamboa.
Altogether, the data allow to obtain structural images and 
models of the physical properties of rocks from the seafloor 
to nearly 40 km depth. Main aim of the experiment was to 
study the geological processes acting in the subduction system 
with a multi-scale approach, ranging from the scale of tens 
of meters for seafloor morphology, to a few kilometers for 
the seismic images of the deepest crustal and uppermost 
mantle levels. The seismic data collection was augmented 
with collection of underway multibeam bathymetry and high-
resolution sub-bottom profiler data of seafloor morphology 
and shallow subsurface structure. Detailed descriptions of 
the activities performed onboard and of the preliminary 
data are provided in the scientific cruise report attached in 
the ZIP website.
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WP4.3: ZIP Consolidator: Onland Continuous Monitoring 
of the Chilean Subduction Interface

This training event consisted of an introductory course to the principles 
and applications of geodetic and geophysical data to monitor an active 
subduction zone. The course was followed by a field excursion along 
exceptional geological environments of the Northern Chile forearc 
and western Andes, aimed at visiting the tectonics, structure and 
geological history of a major tectonic segment boundary. About 
30 participants have been involved in this indoor and field activity.
The GFZ-Potsdam team organized the course from October 5 to 9, 
2015, in Antofagasta (Chile). The lectures provided all fellows with 
fundamental concepts of modern monitoring techniques of active 
subduction zones, particularly on the interdisciplinary strategies of 
the International Plate boundary Observatory Chile (IPOC). Every lecture consisted of a theoretical part coupled with practical exercises 
and simulations, incorporating hands-on learning with realistic data simulations.
The lecturer were: M. Moreno, M. Shrivastava, C. Vigny, B. Schurr, O. Onken, S. Ruiz, P. Victor, J. C. Baez, F. del Campo, S. Angiboust and 
the ESR fellows G. Meneses and I. I. Paraskevi organized involving practicals.
We all thank the GFZ and CNRS partners and all colleagues who sustained this activity.

In detail, the 5 days course focused on the use of GPS observations and 
kinematic modelling, and their application to study earthquake-related 
deformation. Participants gained a comprehensive understanding 
of the use geodetic data in the study of earthquakes, including 
data collection, processing, accuracy, numerical simulation of 
observed deformation. In addition, they have been introduced to 
fundamental seismic principles applied to the subduction interface 
and to the basic concepts of deformation and fluid-rock interaction 
in ancient subduction interfaces. On the last day of the course, 
several presentations examined some aspects of the short- and long 
term deformations, crustal fault activity, tectonics of the Andean 
Orogen, active seismicity in the Chilean subduction zone, and real 
time monitoring of earthquake deformation. The detailed program 
is reported in the ZIP webpage.

The course was followed by a 6-days excursion of the Andean forearc and arc structures along a East-West section in 
Northern Chile. 
Field leaders: O. Onken, M. Moreno, B. Schurr, P. Victor, C. Rojas

The plate boundary between the continental South American and the oceanic Nazca plates routinely generates megathrust earthquakes 
(Mw > 8.5) and drives the spectacular Andean orogen. The field trip took advantage of exceptional geological environments and awe 
inspiring landscapes in the area of the Northern Chile forearc and Andes west flank. The fieldwork covered core topics, including active 
tectonics, structural and geological history of the region, and volcanology.
We studied various locations to observe how landforms are created and modified by tectonic processes and how geomorphology can be 
used to interpret the nature of tectonic activity and processes at the underlying subduction zone. To understand the relation between 
the tectonic evolution of the Andes and the geo-resources we also 
visited the Chuquicamata mine, the biggest open pit copper mine 
in the world.
Northern Chile is one of the most carefully monitored plate boundary 
systems in the world.  Here, The IPOC uses a wide range of geophysical 
and geodetic instruments to improve our understanding of both 
the physical mechanisms underlying the earthquake processes and 
the natural hazards induced by them. In contrast to conventional 
observatories that monitor an individual signal only, IPOC is 
designed to capture a large range of different, possibly associated 
deformation processes by using different geophysical and geological 
observation methods (seismographs, strong-motion seismographs, 
GPS, magnetotelluric sensors, creepmeter, accelerometer, InSAR, etc.). 
During the fieldtrip we also visited a multi-parameter IPOC station.
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Program:
Day 1 – Saturday 10th of October
Evidence of long-term persistence of subduction earthquake segment 
boundaries: Mejillones Peninsula (Pia Victor).
Overnight stay: Antofagasta.

Day 2 – Sunday 11th of October
Michilla, Maria Helena and road to Calama (Pia Victor).
Overnight stay: Calama.

Day 3 – Monday 12th of October
Investigate faulting, folding and the major structural features: route Calama 
to Ollague (Onno Oncken).
Overnight stay: Calama.

Day 4 – Tuesday 13th of October
Morning: Earth Resources: Visit to Chuquicamata cupper mine
Afternoon: Domeyko Anticlinal at Paso Barros Arana: Evidence of the crustal 
shortening in the Chilean Precordillera (Onno Oncken).
Overnight stay: San Pedro de Atacama.

Day 5 – Wednesday 14th of October
Earth Resources and Volcanics: Tatio
Overnight stay: San Pedro de Atacama.

Day 6 – Thursday 15th of October
Visit to IPOC station PB06.
Fault rupture at the Salar del Carmen segment of the Atacama 
Fault System and + creepmeter observations (Pia Victor).
Overnight stay: Antofagasta.

Coordinator: 
Prof. Philippe Agard
Univ. P.M.Curie (UPMC) - Paris 6 
Institut Sc. de la Terre, Paris (ISTeP)
UMR UPMC-CNRS 7193
philippe.agard@upmc.fr

DEAR ZIPPERS,
almost every ESR fellows is half its PhD 
thesis and the ER fellows Jonas and 
Liang have half-year left to complete 
their ZIP program. The first papers have 
been published by the ER and several 
papers are under construction. The 
first ZIP oral and poster presentations 
have been performed at the European 
Geoscience Union in Wien and will be 
done at the American Geophysican Union 
meeting next December. The successful 
AGU Session T11H Subduction Across 
Scales (conveners Agard, Wang, Fleitout, 
Hacker) on leading ZIP themes received 
93 submissions, including poster and oral 
presentations by our fellows.
All scientific training courses are now 
done. The ZIP Starter Cruise to an active 
Mediterranean subduction zone took 
place last  July-August with a final, 
unexpected, change in the program, from 
the Aegean to the Italian subduction plate 
interface. Many thanks to Cesar Ranero, 
Valenti Sallares and the whole CSIC team 
for the effort done. The final short-course 
on “Rock mechanics and experimental 
rheology” took place in Paris in October.
The October Annual Meeting in 
Antofagasta promoted constructive 
discussion, setting the main research 
targets to address with future research 
work. The Supervisory and Advisory 
Boards positively evaluated the fellows: 
interviews by Micheal Bostock and Horst 
Marschall with the ESR and ER helped to 
improve organization and the research 
targets.
Now, after training, the fellows can work 
full time on their projects. We wish them 
all a productive and successful working 
year.

See you next iSSue!

Pictures
Page 1. Top: Evguenii (Genia) Burov. Bottom: the beautiful “La Portada”, Antofagasta.
Page 2. Left side, top: The Spanish oceanographic ship “Sarmiento de Gamboa”. Left side, 
middle: The Calabrian Arc, Italy. Right side, top: ESR fellow Slaven Begovic setting up equipment 
aboard the ship. Bottom, right: Participants of leg 1 and 2 aboard the ship.
Page 3. Top: Beautiful salt tectonics in the “Valle de la Luna”, San Pedro de Atacama. Middle: 
Quick stop in the Atacama desert to look at the geology (and at the landscape). Bottom: 
The fellows at 4000m above sea level in the “Puna” grassland.
Page 4: Top: The “Puna” grassland. Middle: Characteristic warning sign in the “Puna” 
grassland. Bottom: Group picture of the participants of the “ZIP Consolidator” in the beautiful 
landscape of “Valle de la Luna”, San Pedro de Atacama.


